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Abstract: "Tutu Education" APP enables users to enjoy better services, more 

convenient and timely to learn about our platform's quality products and information, 

through the embedded social platform in the APP, to achieve user interaction and 

word-of-mouth dissemination, so as to enhance user loyalty. APP preempt the 

fragmented time of the user. As long as the user does not take the initiative to delete 

the APP, it will always stay in the user's mobile phone, so that we can spread 

information to the user and have strong user stickability. 
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1. Background analysis 

(1) the "rabbit education" symbol is not only a combination of graphics or words, it is 

based on the "rabbit education" structure, industry categories, business philosophy, 

and fully consider the sign contact object and application environment, for the "rabbit 

education" to develop standard visual symbols. Before the design, we must first of all 

do a comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the "rabbit education", including 

business strategy, market analysis, and the basic will of the enterprise's top leaders, 

which are the important basis for the logo design and development. Understanding of 

competitors is also an important step, the identification of signs, is based on a full 

grasp of the competitive environment. Therefore, we first ask customers to fill out a 

logo design questionnaire. 

(2) Element mining 

Element mining is a further preparation for design and development work. Based on 

the analysis of the survey results, we will extract the structure type and color 

orientation of the logo, list the spirit and characteristics of the logo to be reflected, 

excavate the relevant graphic elements, and find out the design direction of the logo, 

so that the design work has a target, rather than the aimless combination of words 

and graphics. According to the questionnaire, we decided to use green as the 
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background color and the company name as the main content. 

(3) Design and development 

With a comprehensive understanding of "Tutu Education" and a full grasp of the 

design elements, we will carry out design and development work from different angles 

and directions. Through the designer's understanding of the logo, give full play to the 

imagination, with different ways of expression, the design elements into the design, 

the logo must achieve profound meaning, obvious features, modelling atmosphere, 

stable structure, color collocation can be suitable for the enterprise, to avoid the 

conventional or popular. Different signs reflect the emphasis or representation will be 

different, after discussion, analysis and modification, finally determined the "Tutu 

education" LOGO draft. 

(4) logo modification 

Sure sign of proposal stage, may also not too perfect in detail, we passed the standard 

drawings of sign, size correction, black and white, line application of different forms, 

such as correction, make a mark used to make more specification, characteristics and 

structure of symbol at the same time, when used in a different environment, also 

won't lost, to the spread of unified and orderly, standardized. 

 

2. Website Planning 

2.1 Website Overview 

"Tutu education" e-commerce site positioning: the development of the Internet reform, 

the launch of a new type of sharing learning platform. 

"Tutu education" e-commerce website development purpose: credit first, thoughtful 

service, release the latest most useful learning resources, to provide reliable, safe, 

accurate, the latest learning resources. 

"Tutu education" website development culture: humanization, authenticity, 

convenience, satisfaction. 

2.2 Platform Features 

Functional sections: The "Tutu Education" project mainly provides five functional 

sections: Home Page, Course, Circle, Square, Self-study Room, as shown in the figure. 

Through a comprehensive display of the composition of team projects, users can have 

a deeper understanding of "Tutu Education". The platform features are shown in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Platform features 

 
The development team of "Tutu Education" project starts from the side, focusing on 

the upgrading of the original and the adult textual research, collecting, sorting and 

making the web pages with high information value, and regularly updating the 

information. "Tutu education" e-commerce platform home page includes each page of 

the boutique collection, but also the navigation of the whole platform. Our homepage 

design is exquisite and unique, humanized, and attractive. We will also launch a new 

type of knowledge sharing mode, in which users only need to choose whether to watch, 

like and be useful, instead of comparing which course or method is better, they just 

need to choose what they need. The course section lists the full course categories, 

including various other high quality courses from various regions. The homepage 

column of the company website is mainly registered users have some functions, 

including basic maintenance library functions, user information modification, user 

mailbox. In terms of interaction and communication, the platform provides a forum 

section for users to communicate with the platform and between users. 

 
3. According to the results of demand analysis, the system will be divided 

into the following main functional modules: 

 

3.1 Home page module: Established the brand of "education" the rabbit, to make the 

customer a better understanding of the brand value of "education" the rabbit, culture 

and personality, to deepen the user's perception of zero distance farmers lane 

products and services, as "the rabbit rabbit education" brand set a good image, 

endowed with good feelings, or on behalf of a certain culture, the brand and brand 
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products in the user's mind to form the good memories. 

3.2 Course display module: this module is mainly to facilitate users to search related 

courses. Users can search according to their different needs to find their own needs 

relative to the content. 

3.3 Live broadcasting module: the main functions realized include updating the 

selected and latest learning resources, so that users can quickly select the ones they 

need and eliminate the ones they don't need in the fragmented time. Achieve efficient 

learning. 

3.4 User circle module: this function module is mainly for publishers to summarize and 

share their accumulated experience in learning and discuss with other users after 

logging in the webpage. 

3.5 Online self-study room module: the modified module mainly enables different 

users to study together at the same time, conduct immersive learning without mobile 

phone or network, and communicate at any time and anywhere. 

3.6 About our module: users can publish any suggestions on our website in this 

module, and the background will make corrections according to your opinions. 

 
4. Advantages of website structure: 

Based on the principle of 8 seconds, the three-level website structure helps customers 

to open the page faster, so that customers have a better website browsing experience; 

Flat data tree structure design appears to be small and fine site, accurate positioning, 

less hierarchical structure, customers on the site function at a glance clear; Flat data 

structure makes each type of data have an independent list page, each of which does 

not affect each other, and users' retrieval purpose is satisfied to the maximum extent. 

 
5. Project implementation design 

5.1 Front-end Development 

HTML5+CSS+ JavaScript, the front-end development tool diagram is shown in 2. 

Figure 2. Diagram of front-end development tools 

HTML and CSS for the layout of the front page, and then use Java to achieve dynamic 

interaction, to ensure that the page body is clear and reasonable. 

Backend development: PHP+MySQL 
PHP+MySQL can realize quick modification of the back end and facilitate maintenance 

in the later stage. As a development language, PHP has good security, cross-platform 

characteristics, fast execution speed, high efficiency, and good portability and 

expansibility. 

5.2 Website Testing 

Test page 
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The website testing includes a series of tests on all the detail factors that affect the 

display of the page, whether the hyperlinks in the page are normal, and most 

importantly, whether the website service functions of the live broadcast platform are 

fully available, convenient and fast. The main specific tests are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Site Test Table 

1 Accuracy test of website database data 

2 Speed test of website information retrieval 

3 The available range test of website search engine 

4 Website basic link test 

5 Website platform compatibility test 

6 Website operation monitoring 

7 Website customer response test 

 

5.3 The BUG feedback 

"Rabbit rabbit education" will be on the main page with error feedback system, users 

can be in operation fails, query error, system error feedback and so on to the server, 

in addition there are system error capture function, the system automatically when 

error error and error code back to the server, so that managers modifications and 

patches. 

5.4 Website maintenance 

The update and maintenance of the website is a very important link. Strictly speaking, 

every site should be regularly updated and maintained by a professional. Only to 

provide the user optimization, the most convenient, the most efficient service, in order 

to attract more visitors. This is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 Website Maintenance Table 

1 Management and maintenance of collected information 

2 Available management and maintenance 

3 Update and maintenance of website layout style 

4 
The maintenance of the domain name, server and post office of the 

enterprise 

5 Management and service of database 

6 Provide website traffic statistics report service 

 

In order to ensure the stable operation and sustainable development of the website, 

"Tutu Education" will strengthen the safety management of the website from the 
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following four aspects, as shown in Table 3. Physical security - security of the physical 

characteristics of the network facilities; System security - security of network system 

platform; Data security -- the security of data acquisition, use, storage and 

transmission; Management safety - the development and implementation of risk 

management systems. 

 

Table 3 website security guarantee system 

 

5.5 The details are as follows: 

(1) Information security 

Firewall: Set up barriers between the internal network and the insecure external 

network to prevent illegal access to internal resources from the outside and prevent 

unsafe access from the inside to the outside. The main technologies are: packet 

filtering technology, application gateway technology, proxy service technology. 

Secure router: uses access control list technology to control the flow of network 

information. 

Virtual private network (VPN) : On a public data network, the interconnection between 

two or more trusted Intranets through the use of data encryption and access control 

techniques. 

Security server: management and control of local area network resources, 

management of local area network users, and audit and track all security related 

incidents in the local area network. 

Electronic Visa Agency -CA and PKI products: CA can issue electronic visa certificates 

to users, and provide users with membership authentication and key management 

functions. PKI products can provide more functionality and better services and will be 

a core part of the computing infrastructure for all applications. 
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User authentication product: using the combination of personal private key on IC card 

and digital signature technology to realize the digital signature mechanism. 

(2) System security 

Security database 

Since a large amount of information is stored in computer databases, some 

information is valuable and sensitive and needs to be protected. A secure database 

can ensure the integrity, reliability, validity, confidentiality, auditability, access control 

and user identification of the database. 

 
6. Mobile APP construction 

With the continuous progress of mobile APP, the global use of smart phones has 

reached more than one billion. With the rapid improvement of the hardware 

configuration of mobile devices, cameras, CPU, LBS and other sensors have become 

the standard equipment of terminal mobile phones, which makes smart phones more 

and more powerful and creates more favorable conditions for the marketing of mobile 

APP. The rapid market occupation of mobile APP has also opened the horn for mobile 

advertising. Mobile APP advertising has become a means of publicity invested by more 

merchants and a means of operation for APP to achieve mutual benefit. 

"Rabbit Rabbit education" choose grass green as the main color, meaning for hope, 

growth, vitality, relaxation, is a common protective color, too bright color will make 

people feel tired, too familiar color will make people feel heavy mood; Red and yellow 

can give people a dazzling feeling, while green brings cool and calm feelings. It will 

not cause visual fatigue to users, and you can use our platform for a long time without 

any burden. 

On the home page of the App, the "Tutu Education" project uses the construction 

model of Douyin, using a 20-second short video that can be swipe up to move to the 

next one. Such a pattern so that the user can also learn something in the fragmented 

time. 

The home page contains the following modules. 

(I) The first part at the top of the page is recommendation, namely the home page, 

where users can watch different videos and acquire different knowledge by scrolling 

upward. 

(2) The second is attention. When downloading and registering the "Tutu Education" 

APP, users will be asked to fill in the following options, which will specifically push the 

videos and relevant knowledge points that users need to focus on. 

(3) The last one is within the same city. According to the region selected by the user, 

the background will use big data analysis to match the user with people in the same 

city who have the same demand for education promotion or the same demand for 
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certification, so that they can conduct offline learning more efficiently. In the offline 

study room provided by us, we can supervise and urge each other to learn offline to 

improve efficiency. 

(4) The first icon in the lower right corner is a love, which is the "like" button. If you 

like this video, you can double click the screen to light it, and it will also join the user's 

"I like" list, so that the user can watch it next time. 

(V) The following is the comment. Click the small sign, you can make a comment on 

the video, post your thoughts on the video, and also discuss with other users about 

the common puzzles in the video. You can also post questions to the video's publisher 

here. 

(six) the third small icon is to share, through this key, users can like the video to share 

with the friends around the need. 

The second page is the course, in this page, users can first listen to the course, and 

then choose the most suitable course for their purchase and learning, this column 

contains a secondary page of the mall, in the mall, users can buy "Tutu Education" 

peripheral products and related intelligent supporting products. 

The third page is the circle module, which has three secondary pages 

(1) The first page is friends. In this page, users can send messages to the people they 

follow for private chat 

(2) The second is the square, where users can post a topic and then attract other 

users to discuss it. Users can check in here and express their views and then discuss 

with others. Users can also post their thoughts about learning every day. 

(3) the third page is the study area, in this case, the user can find people who share 

a common goal with them, to join with a study area, study lounge has self-study time 

and discuss, in the self-study time, all people are in a state of lock screen mobile 

phone, cannot be forced out, only the end of the self-study time or when discussing 

time, the user can free of mobile phone. 

(4) The fourth page is my page, where users can see the details of their attention, 

fans, likes and learning coins. As for learning coins, users can check in every day and 

watch videos for a certain period of time to get learning coins. The tokens can be used 

to redeem coupons and vouchers for the purchase of courses, as well as coupons for 

the purchase of related products on our platform. Users can also see how long they 

study each day. Record your mistakes so that you can review them later. 

 
7. Financial budget 

The cost forecast table of the company during the period is shown in Table 4, and the 

five-year profit chart of the project is shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Expense forecast table of the company during the period (unit: ten thousand 

yuan) 

particular 

year 

project 

Forecast period 

 

 

2020 2021 

1、 Sales expenses 

Marketing 

expenses 
63.40 88.88 

other 1.35 1.66 

Subtotal 64.75 90.54 

2、 Management expenses 

Employee 

compensation 
25.20 33.36 

House rent 6.00 8.40 

Server rental 

fee 
2.40 2.40 

Office 

expenses 
1.30 1.43 

Water and 

electricity 

property fee 

1.55 1.68 

App 

operation and 

maintenance 

costs 

2.20 2.66 

Network fee 1.36 2.78 

Research 

expenses 
6.45 16.20 

Travel 

expenses 
5.20 6.66 

other 2.10 2.66 

Subtotal 53.76 78.23 

3、 Operating expenses 

Collect 

learning 

materials 

40.78 65.06 
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App 

customization 

development 

budget 

50.00 

 

Xueba online 

teaching 
20.24 44.66 

Famous 

teachers 

settled in 

30.66 50.78 

put file in 

order 
10.50 25.20 

Subtotal 212.18 185.70 

4、 Financial expenses 

Loan interest 11.25 0 

total 777.67 791.91 

 
 

Table 5 five-year profit chart of the project 

 

Through the calculation of financial evaluation, the project's financial internal rate of 

return, financial net present value and investment payback period are better than the 

requirement of the base value, indicating that the project's financial analysis results 

are feasible. 

 
8. Conclusion 

With the continuous and rapid development of China's economy and society, the pace 

of people's life is getting faster and faster,  the pace of life is accelerating and the 

pressure of life is increasing, the education website is followed by the fragmentation 
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of time. In the era of mobile Internet education on education websites, we use 

fragmented time for entertainment and learning. The educational short video platform 

also emerged at the historic moment and gradually became the mainstream. In the 

context of fragmented entertainment, the dissemination of educational short video 

platform is in line with the entertainment trend of The Times. 
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